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What You’ll Receive

Wall Mount System - Heavy Duty
System weight

15kg

A - Wall Bracket x 2 B - Top Arm C - Banner Arm

D - Rigging Screw x 2 E - Bottom Arm x 2
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Need More Help?

Wall Mount System - Heavy Duty

1) Identify the final position where the wall mounted system will be located. Starting at the top,
hold a wall bracket (A) against the wall and mark on the wall where the fixings will be located.

2) Remove the bracket from the wall and drill into the marked locations. Once drilling is
complete, install raw bolts into the wall.

3) Holding the bracket against the wall, install the fixings and tighten until the bracket sit flush
against the wall.

4) Install the top arm (B) into the bracket;
 - Remove securing bolts from the bracket
 - Insert the pole into the bracket
 - Ensure the holes in the bracket and poles are aligned
 - Reinsert the securing bolt

5) Install your banner onto the top arm and allow the banner to drop.

6) Thread the banner arm (C) through the sleeve at the bottom of the banner, ensuring that the 
D loops sot outside of the banner and are facing down.

7) Attach one end of the rigging screw (D) onto both D loops on the banner arm.

8) Install the bottom arm (E) into the second bracket, following instructions in step 4.

9) Attach the other end of the rigging screws onto the two D-loops on the bottom arm.

10) Extend the rigging screws, allowing you scope to tighten the banner once installed. Hold the 
bracket against the wall and mark out the drilling points.

11) Remove the bracket from the wall and drill into the marked locations. Once drilling is 
complete, install raw bolts into the wall.

12) Holding the bracket against the wall, install the fixings and tighten until the bracket sits flush 
against the wall.

13) To complete installation, adjust both rigging screws to ensure the banner is under correct 
tension and perfectly aligned.

Our team are only a phone call away and more than happy to answer any
questions you might have.

Alternatively, you can visit bannerbox.co.uk/guides for more detailed guidance.


